UNSOLICITED GIFT
instead by the torn litter of gaiety that blows along my way,
spoiling whatever I would be at of my own free will* We are
conquered by noise, shackled to it and dragged along its dictator
route.
For noise is a killer. That it should kill concentration on any
form of creative work, an4 that writers and mathematicians should
be especially vulnerable, is a fact as obvious as that seven pneumatic
drills just outside a hospital is not conducive to the patients' speedy
recovery. One has learned, I -hope not too bitterly, that creative
workers cannot claim official protection. But I am still incredulous
that during conditions of a country at war, it has not been recog-
nized that these noises I have been describing afflict war-time
workers who can justly claim such protection. Disturb their
sleep, waste their potential reserves of energy, send them back to
their vital jobs, whether by day or by night, feeling harassed,
irritable and unrefreshed. Here, in this conjunction, one would
have thought that their importance could have commanded a
more forcible rescue from headquarters than that occasional meek
"we ask you to remember . . ." when there may be a moment to
spare between programmes on the B.B.C. Such reminders
prove that headquarters is not ignorant of what is going on, but
are, most strangely, not awake to their own power to enforce,
instead of merely plead for the utmost consideration.
Why has this happened ? This unappeasable lust to batter and
destroy quiet, bothered as the drunkard is bothered in the presence
of one whose palate derives pleasure from, a glass of good wine ?
To require noise, not, mark you, to love or appreciate it, is a
sign of fundamental dissatisfaction which springs from some
fundamental fear or lack. An outburst of noise is different; there
are moments when it really can mean happiness and fellowship,
even the right sort of collective emotion. When we all cheer
together and sing, not to join in, or worse, not even wish to
join in, is often churlish, supercilious and self-conscious. But
noise for the sake of making a noise, noise because quiet is your
enemy, noise because you do not wish to think, noise because you
are oblivious to the work or weariness of those Surrounding you,
noise because it gives out a superficial resemblance to cheerfulness,
noise because your ear has grown totally unresponsive and therefore
it might as well be on as off—That the control of noise which springs
from these causes shpuld be in the power of these sub-sensitives,, is
a thought so frightening and so forlorn that only the memory of a
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